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Abstract
We introduce the notion of the ‘meaning bound’ of a word with respect to another word by making use
of the World-Wide Web as a conceptual environment for meaning. The meaning of a word with respect
to another word is established by multiplying the product of the number of webpages containing both
words by the total number of webpages of the World-Wide Web, and dividing the result by the product
of the number of webpages for each of the single words. We calculate the meaning bounds for several
words and analyze different aspects of these by looking at specific examples.
In previous works, as an aspect of the elaboration of an interpretation of quantum mechanics, we used
the World-Wide Web, more specifically, the numbers of webpages containing certain concepts, to show
the presence of non-classical, i.e. quantum-like, structures in cognition (Aerts 2009a,b,2010a,b). In the
following, we want to apply the experience gained with this use of the World-Wide Web to introduce a
means to measure what we will call the ‘meaning bounds of words with respect to words’.
Let us consider the words ‘bird’ and ‘feather’. On May 27, 2010, a Yahoo search for the word
‘bird’ returned 705,008,161 hits and a Yahoo search for the words ‘bird’ and ‘feather’, in this order,
produced 44,600,421 hits http://search.yahoo.com/. This enables us to introduce a quantity which
we will call the relative weight of ‘feather’ with respect to ‘bird’ by dividing the above two numbers
42,803,324/705,008,161=0.060713231. In general terms, this means that if we consider a word A and a
word B, and n(A) is the number of hits for word A, while n(A,B) is the number of hits for the words A
and B, then the relative weight w(A,B) of word B with respect to word A is given by
w(A,B) =
n(A,B)
n(A)
(1)
Estimations of the total number of webpages of the World-Wide Web vary, because the outcome depends
on such factors as the manner of counting and the types of pages considered. For example, when we entered
the word ‘and’ into the Yahoo search engine, we found 34,900,551,048 hits. When we entered the word
‘the’, it returned 36,500,597,104 hits, while the number ‘1’ was found 49,001,061,105 times. Most probably,
the latter search yielded the largest number of hits we were able to get in this way, since a search for ‘1’ also
returns webpages in languages different from English, unlike searches for ‘the’ and ‘and’. The reason why
we insist on using a total number of webpages is that this allows us to introduce a quantity with respect
to any word A. We have called this quantity the ‘absolute weight’ of this word A, i.e. the number of hits
divided by the total number n(www) of webpages indexed by the search engine used.
w(www, A) =
n(A)
n(www)
(2)
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For the purpose of the present article, after consulting the analysis presented in de Kunder (2010),
we decided to set the total number of World-Wide Web pages at n(www) = 55, 000, 000, 000. The
number of hits for the word ‘feather’ is 108,000,638, which means that its absolute weight is given by
108,000,638/55,000,000,000=0.001963648.
The relative weight of ‘feather’ with respect to ‘bird’ is a measure for the relative frequency of appearance
of ‘feather’ in the neighborhood of the word ‘bird’, while the absolute weight of ‘feather’ is a measure for
the overall relative appearance of ‘feather’ on the World-Wide Web. Hence, if w(bird, feather) is bigger
than w(www, feather), this means that ‘feather’ appears more often in the neighborhood of ‘bird’ than it
appears generally on the overall World-Wide Web. The fact that ‘feather’ and ‘bird’ are interconnected by
a ‘meaning bound’ which is stronger than the meaning bound which connects two arbitrary words implies
that w(bird, feather) is bigger than w(www, feather). Indeed, if ‘bird’ and ‘feather’ are connected by a
specific meaning bound – as we know they are –, this connection will statistically give rise to ‘bird’ and
‘feather’ appearing more often in each other’s neighborhood than is the case for two arbitrary words. This
also means that, if we divide the relative weight of ‘feather’ with respect to ‘bird’ by the absolute weight of
‘feather’, we obtain a quantity which expresses an important aspect of the degree of this meaning bound.
For the case of ‘bird’ and ‘feather’, the outcome of this division 30.91859256.
Let us now formulate the equation that governs this important aspect of the meaning bound of words
with respect to words. Suppose we consider words A and B, and n(A), n(B), n(A,B) are the number of
hits for words A, B and word A and B, respectively. A ‘meaning bound’ M(A,B) of word B with respect
to word A is then given by
M(A,B) =
w(A,B)
w(B)
=
n(A,B)/n(A)
n(B)/n(www)
=
n(A,B)n(www)
n(A)n(B)
(3)
Let us consider the words ‘car’ and ‘world’ and calculate their meaning bound as put forward above. We
find 4,880,064,558 hits for ‘car’, 11,500,201,838 hits for ‘world’ and 2,234,149,073 hits for ‘car’ and ‘world’.
This gives
M(car,world) =
2, 234, 149, 073 · 55, 000, 000, 000
4, 880, 064, 558 · 11, 500, 201, 838
= 2.189494243 (4)
which is a number slightly bigger than 2. This is much smaller than the number near to 30 that we found
for the meaning bound of ‘feather’ with respect to ‘bird’. And indeed, ‘bird’ and ‘feather’ are much more
strongly connected in meaning than ‘car’ and ‘world’ are.
It is not only the meaning bound between single words that our equation allows to calculate. Indeed,
we can also consider combinations of words. For example, let us consider the two words ‘flying’ and ‘air’.
The number of hits when the two words are searched for by Yahoo is 376,004,853. The number of hits for
the word ‘bird’, as we mentioned already, is 705,008,161, and the number of hits for their combination, i.e.
the three words ‘flying’, ‘air’ and ‘bird’, is 56,882,564. These numbers make it possible for us to calculate
the meaning bound of ‘bird’ with respect to ‘flying’ and ‘air’ as a combination of words. This gives
M(flying; air,bird) =
56, 882, 564 · 55, 000, 000, 000
376, 004, 853 · 705, 008, 161
= 11.80196318 (5)
Again, this number is much bigger than the one we found as the meaning bound of ‘world’ with respect to
‘car’, but less big than the one of ‘feather’ with respect to ‘bird’.
Let us consider several special cases to understand better what the meaning bound expresses. For
example, we can calculate the meaning bound of a word with respect to itself. Consider again the word
‘feather’, with 108,000,638 hits on the Yahoo search engine. The relative weight of ‘feather’ with respect to
‘feather’ is given by the number of webpages containing ‘feather’ of the set of webpages containing ‘feather’,
divided by the number of webpages containing ‘feather’, and hence is equal to 1. The absolute weight of
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‘feather’ is given by 108,000,638/55,000,000,000 = 0.001963648. This means that the meaning bound of
‘feather’ with respect to ‘feather’ is given by 55,000,000,000/108,000,638 = 509.2562509, which is a very
big number. Remark that the meaning bound of a word with respect to itself is bigger whenever there
are fewer websites containing this word. If we consider a combination of words – a sentence, for example
– which is contained only in one webpage, then the meaning bound of this sentence with respect to itself
is 55,000,000,000, which is the value we have chosen for the estimated size of the whole World-Wide Web.
More specifically, the meaning bound of an individual webpage with respect to itself is in general equal
to 55,000,000,000, the size of the World-Wide Web. The meaning bound of a word that appears in many
websites with respect to itself is much less strong. For example, B(world,world) = 4.782524757, which is
only slightly bigger than the meaning bound of ‘world’ with respect to ‘car’ and much smaller than the
meaning bound of ‘feather’ with respect to ‘bird’.
If the meaning bound M(A,B) of word B with respect to word A equals 1, then the relative weight
of B with respect to A equals the absolute weight of B, which means that the relative appearance of B
neither increases nor decreases in the neighborhood of A as compared to its overall relative appearance
on the World-Wide Web. This is why we will call meaning bounds ‘attractive’ when they are bigger
than 1, and ‘repulsive’ when they are smaller than 1. We have not yet given an example of a ’repulsive
meaning bound’. If we limit ourselves to words of one language, there are not many examples of repulsive
meaning bounds, but we can easily find examples of repulsive meaning bounds if we consider two words
from different languages. For example, consider the French word ‘voiture’ and the English word ‘bird’,
producing 211,003,518 and 705,008,161 hits in the Yahoo search engine, respectively. The number of hits
for both words is 1,238,600, which leads to a meaning bound of 0.457941283 of ‘voiture’ with respect
to ‘bird’, i.e. a repulsive meaning bound. This means that the word ‘bird’ appears less frequent in the
neighborhood of the word ‘voiture’ than it appears overall on the World-Wide Web. However, the meaning
bound between words pertaining to different languages is not repulsive by definition. One example is
M(voiture, car) = 3.100388372, since we find 211,003,518 and 4,880,064,558 hits for ‘voiture’ and ‘car’,
respectively, and 58,045,516 hits for both words ‘voiture’ and ‘car’ together.
The above example of how ‘repulsive meaning bounds’ appear for words pertaining to different lan-
guages, is a clear illustration of the fact that the meaning bound we have introduced measures the degree
of ‘meaning between words’ and only indirectly the degree of meaning between the concepts corresponding
to these words. This is not unexpected, since the meaning bound is defined by means of ‘word counts’ and
not by means of ‘concept counts’. It remains one of the problems to be solved how to penetrate into the
conceptual nature of words, sentences and pieces of text, rather than into the linguistic content defined
by the words and their combinations themselves. We will look in more detail into this question when we
analyze the meaning bound introduced in the present article with respect to a quantum-mechanical model
for the World-Wide Web (Aerts 2010b).
In Table 1 we present the calculations of meaning bounds between several words and combinations of
words. Before we comment on these data, we should briefly point out a specific problem concerning the
numbers of webpages yielded by the Yahoo search engine – as well as by the Google search engine, for that
matter. For example, when calculating the meaning bound of ‘world’ with respect to ‘bird’, we found the
number of webpages containing ‘bird’ and ‘world’ to be 477,006,321. The number of webpages containing
‘bird’ and ‘not’ containing ‘world’ was 394,003,976. However, the number of webpages containing ‘bird’
was 705,008,161, i.e. much lower than the sum of the number of webpages containing ‘bird’ and ‘world’
(477,006,321) and the number of webpages containing ‘bird’ and ‘not’ containing ‘world’ (394,003,976). So
the counts by Yahoo – and equally so by Google – were incorrect here. We noticed that this error occurred
when making combinations with words that are very abundant on the World-Wide Web, such as ‘world’.
Indeed, the number of webpages containing ‘world’ was 11,500,201,838. To introduce a correction for this
error, we proceeded as follows. We divided the number of webpages containing ‘bird’, i.e. 705,008,161,
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bird car world hierarchy feather chassis bumper math flying;air differential voiture boomhut
bird 78.01 3.60 2.62 5.13 30.92 1.98 5.66 7.91 10.83 3.45 0.46 0.79
car 4.20 11.27 2.19 1.86 4.03 4.73 6.63 4.48 4.48 2.91 3.15 0.57
world 3.21 2.35 4.78 2.54 3.63 1.16 1.68 3.36 2.98 1.54 0.38 0.67
hierarchy 4.99 1.77 2.39 686.64 6.38 1.86 2.27 10.88 6.26 16.59 0.34 0.02
feather 20.83 3.51 2.72 7.23 509.26 2.23 7.44 6.80 20.85 2.32 0.33 0.17
chassis 1.98 5.04 1.16 1.85 2.10 343.75 22.59 1.47 3.81 21.02 7.59 0.08
bumper 5.62 4.92 1.64 2.45 7.50 22.76 316.09 3.61 8.25 19.95 0.54 0.31
math 8.10 3.64 2.48 11.20 19.61 1.48 4.07 133.17 7.18 21.01 1.27 0.10
flying;air 11.80 4.23 0.01 6.58 21.70 3.94 8.28 7.56 146.27 5.07 0.91 0.16
differential 2.25 2.78 1.51 17.48 3.67 21.01 20.80 19.95 5.24 462.18 0.17 0.02
voiture 0.46 3.10 0.39 0.34 0.33 7.54 0.54 1.21 0.91 0.17 260.66 0.06
boomhut 0.81 0.57 0.65 0.02 0.18 0.08 0.31 0.10 0.16 0.02 0.06 180916.29
Table 1: A collection of meaning bound measures for different words
by the sum of the number of webpages containing ‘bird’ and ‘world’ and the number of webpages con-
taining ‘bird’ and ‘not’ containing ‘world’, i.e. 477,006,321 + 394,003,976, which gave a correction factor
0.674640596. We then multiplied this correction factor by the number of webpages containing ‘bird’ and
‘word’ found using Yahoo, which gave us 386,095,722. We consider this ‘corrected number’ to be a fair
estimate of the number of webpages containing both words ‘bird’ and ‘world’. Hence, the meaning bounds
of words with respect to other words found in Table 1 have all been established taking into account the
above correction.
Overall, the highest values of the meaning bounds are found for words with respect to themselves, but
this should not come as a surprise. Obviously, any word will have a strong connection to itself semantically.
Let us take a closer look at the word ‘hierarchy’, which we can safely say is not a very usual word. We can
see that ‘hierarchy’ has a low meaning bound with respect to words such as ‘car’, ‘chassis’ and ‘bumper’,
all of which are common words. It has a high meaning bound with respect to ‘mathematics’ and also with
respect to ‘differential’, which are much less common words. And, as those who are familiar with this
context will know,, ‘hierarchy’ is indeed a term that makes sense in mathematics, while ‘differential’ is a
mathematical term too. Let us consider the word ‘chassis’. It has a high meaning bound with respect to
‘car’ and ‘bumper’, and indeed both ‘chassis’ and ‘bumper’ are parts of a ‘car’. It has also a high meaning
bound with respect to ‘differential’, and this is interesting to note. Although ‘differential’ is a term from
mathematics, it is also a technical part of a ‘car’. The word ‘chassis’ has also a high meaning bound with
respect to the French word ‘voiture’. And indeed, chassis is also a French word – although correctly written
as follows ‘chaˆssis’, but search engines do not distinguish efficiently between the English and the French
way this word is written. The word ‘mathematics’ has a high meaning bound with respect to ‘hierarchy’
and also with respect to ‘differential’, and as we already noted both are indeed mathematical terms. It
has also a high meaning bound with respect to ‘feather’ and a relatively high with respect to ‘bird’, which
is kind of less obvious – we could learn eventually why this is the case by looking at a number of the
webpages containing both words. The pair of words ‘flying; air’ has a high meaning bound with respect to
‘bird’ and ‘feather’, and it is easy to understand why this is the case, and also a relatively high meaning
bound with respect to ‘bumper’ and with respect to ‘mathematics’, which is again less obvious, but would
be interesting to find out by looking at a number of the webpages containing the pair of words ‘flying; air’
together with ‘bumper’ or ‘mathematics’. The word ‘differential’ has a high meaning bound with respect
to ‘hierarchy’ and with respect to ‘mathematics’, and also with respect to ‘chassis’ and with respect to
‘bumper’, and we already explained that it is both a term from mathematics and a technical part of a car.
The word ‘voiture’ has a high meaning bound with respect to ‘chassis’, and we already explained why this
is the case, but also with respect to ‘car’, showing that in this case, if words and their direct translations
into another language are considered, the meaning bound measure still applies. The word ‘boomhut’ is
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the Dutch for ‘tree house’, and like its English counterpart, it is not a very common word. It has a low
meaning bound with all words considered, because these words belong to two different languages, Dutch
and English – and Dutch and French for the case of ‘boomhut’ and ‘voiture’. Interestingly, the highest
value of the meaning bound measure between ‘boomhut’ and the other words is reached for the word ‘bird’.
But then there is an obvious relation between ‘birds’ and trees.
We already remarked that the meaning bound of a website with respect to itself equals 55,000,000,000,
which is the size of the World-Wide Web. The meaning bound of a website B with respect to another
website A equals 0 in general. At least, this is the case if there are no websites containing all the words of
website A as well as all the words of website B. In the current state of development of the World-Wide
Web, this is most probably true. Indeed, in this situation, the relative weight of website B with respect to
website A is 0. This is, at first sight at least, not an obvious result. Rather than analyze all the aspects
of this state of affairs in the present article, we will shed more light on it within the framework of the
quantum-mechanical model for the World-Wide Web we worked out in Aerts (2010b). However, we can
here advance two aspects to clarify this state of affairs. First of all, it is related to the as yet relatively
small number of webpages that make up today’s World-Wide Web. And it is related to the fact that we
are concentrating on words rather than on concepts to measure meaning, treating webpages as collections
of words, and not as combinations of concepts. Indeed, the human mind, for example, works with schemes
of concepts and not with webpages, and quite obviously for any two schemes of concepts there is always at
least a third scheme of concepts, and in general very many schemes of concepts, such that both schemes
are contained in the third. For such ‘schemes of concepts’, rather than ‘webpages’, the meaning bound
between two different schemes of concepts would not be 0 in general, since the schemes are always parts of
many other schemes.
We apply the notion of meaning bound of a word with respect to another word, and the analysis of
it presented in this article, to identify and investigate the Pet-Fish problem of concept theory (Osherson
and Smith 1981), and the conjuntion fallacy in decision theory (Tversky and Kahneman 1983) on the
World-Wide Web (Aerts 2010c; Aerts, Czachor, D’Hooghe and Sozzo 2010).
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